Bucher Front Row Monuments: Full of Opportunities
Bucher is known for their reliable and lightweight designs. Integrating years of experience into its Galley
technology, Bucher has attained complete optimization with their integrated Front Row Monuments (FRM). As
airlines strive for space saving customization, it is increasingly difficult to integrate the demands of the
industry. While maintaining its reputation for robust constructions, Bucher is able to create unique designs for
its FRMs that fulfill both customer requirements and aircraft manufacture’s specifications.

Known for its aluminum-based designs, Bucher also possesses expertise in composite material
processing. Constructed with lightweight honeycomb panels, Bucher FRMs provide an array of surface options
which open up a wide range of unique styling and design possibilities; for example, uniquely shaped
composite panels combined with high-quality decorative finishing materials can be used to create highlyattractive and individual accents that highlight a customized brand experience.
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Smart combinations - More passenger space
By rethinking the front row, we can, for example, integrate the personal IFE or provide extra storage lockers to
create more space to be enjoyed by front row passengers. Additionally there is an opportunity to provide extra
general storage options such as a coatroom or curtain storage.
Bucher solutions also focus on the back wall of the galley, which often faces the front row, designing it in a
way that optimizes cabin space and efficiency while enhancing the interior design of the cabin. Taking
advantage of customized FRMs allows airlines to offer more to its passengers.

Galley

Front Row Monument incl.:
- Baby Basinet Bracket
- Curtain Garage
- IFE Integration
- Misc. Personal Storage
- Footwell

As Bucher's FRMs are based on the same principle as its well known lightweight Galleys, customers will rest
assured knowing Bucher's FRMs will offer the same quality and reliability as seen throughout its entire product
line.

Interested in Bucher and our innovative line of products and services? If so, our Sales team would be glad to
assist with any questions or requests you may have.
Please contact us today at:
Phone: +41 44 806 24 24
Email: bucher@bucher-group.com
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